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De Waard Business
De Waard has had a presence on Dutch campsites for over 70 
years. As an iconic brand, its products are renowned not only for 
their quality, but also for their striking design.

De Waard Business is a long-standing and trusted provider of 
unique accommodation for campsites, holiday parks, events and 
festivals.

Custom made
If you are looking for a special type of tent for your campsite or 
holiday park and it’s not available in our standard range, feel free 
to contact us. In our factory, we design and produce custom-made 
tents too. 



characteristics.  It’s our passion to produce 
tents of exceptional quality, and that will 
never change. At De Waard, we carefully 
select the best and most sustainable raw 
materials, and our craftsmen make every 
tent with great affection, largely by hand. 
This combination of the best materials and 
a traditional production process makes our 
tents extremely strong. It is the same love 
that a camping enthusiast feels when they 
take down their De Waard tent from the 
attic, ready for making new memories.

Groundbreaking Design
De Waard’s origin dates back to 1948. 
Machiel de Waard, who was a sailmaker 
for the Royal Netherlands Navy, designed 
the first tent at the Lepelaar campsite: the 
Albatross. Responding to the need for a 
tent that never topples over, he started 
drawing on the back of an envelope. The 
tent was designed in such a way that it could 
withstand strong gusts of wind and provide 
comfortable family accommodation. Until 
then, tents had been square. That’s why 
the Royal Dutch Touring Club spoke about 
“that crazy tent of De Waard”. At that time, it 
was customary to dig a trench round a tent 
to keep out any water. De Waard’s tents 
offered a revolutionary solution; a fixed 
and sewn-in waterproof groundsheet.

Exceptional Quality
Now, over 70 years later, the Albatross 
is still part of De Waard’s range. Over 
the years, it has continued to adapt to 
changing needs. It has all the features of 
the original, but we’ve adapted both its 
size and functionality so it meets current-
day demands. The Albatross was soon 
joined in the range by other tents, and it 
continues to expand even now. Again 
and again, we come up with new designs 
that are unique but share certain essential 

Lifelong Dependability
Due to its high quality and long service, a 
De Waard is not just a tent, but a tent for 
life. It’s the place where love arises, where 
you see your children grow up, where you 
decide to completely change your life 
and where you enjoy your old age. And, 
whether you’re pitching your tent around 
the world, kicking back at a campsite 
nearer home, enjoying your old age at a 
campsite or staying in it during an event or 
at a festival, when you hear the sound of 
that zip opening, it feels like coming home.
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Extend the rental season with a unique insulated inner tent

Unique design
Large windows
Rollable doors
Tentcloth can be 
replaced separately
Insulated inner tent 
(optional)

+
+ 
+ 
+
 
+ 
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Big & Small Oak
This uniquely designed accommodation is completely contemporary. Its large 
windows and rollable doors make sure every guest can enjoy the outdoor life. The 
Small Oak offers space for four people. If you need accommodation for 6, choose 
the Big Oak. The optional insulated inner tent offers a simple way to extend the 
rental season.

The tent can be furnished entirely according to your wishes. You can do this yourself, 
but you can also use one of our partners.

Specifications

Number of people 4 or 6

Exterior fabric 420-gram 
polyester/cotton

Frame Aluminium

Entrance height 210cm

Height 370cm

Dimensions with canopy (Small) 500 x 880cm

Dimensions with canopy (Big) 500 x 1180cm

Depth of canopy 190cm

Colours Brown / charcoal

Small Oak

Big Oak

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.
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Unique design
Large window section
Fixed wooden door
Furnished to your liking
Spacious canopy (optional)
Insulated inner tent 
(optional)

+
+ 
+ 
+ 
+
+  
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Extend the rental season with a unique insulated inner tent
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The Round Holly offers unique accommodation for up to four people. Its enormous 
window allows for even greater enjoyment of nature, and it can be easily closed 
using the curtains supplied as standard. Its strong construction makes the Round 
Holly suitable for all weather conditions.

With its vast canopy, the Round Holly is one of a kind. An optional insulated inner 
tent provides a pleasant sleeping and living climate in low temperatures.

Round Holly

Specifications

Number of people 4

Exterior fabric 420-gram 
polyester/cotton

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 200cm

Height 350cm

Dimensions (WxD) Ø 585cm

Dimensions with canopy 585 x 835cm 

Depth of canopy 340cm

Colours Charcoal

350

585340

230

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.
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Unique design
Large windows 
Spacious sleeping cabins
Lots of interior space
Roof can be replaced 
separately
Zippable groundsheet

+
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Strong Willow

Specifications

Number of people 6

Exterior fabric 340-gram cotton

Groundsheet Bisonyl

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 205cm

Height 410cm

Living area (WxD) 520 x 250cm

Sleeping area (WxD) 2 parts 270 x 214cm

Dimensions with canopy 760 x 890cm

Depth of canopy 250cm

Colours Beige / charcoal

Because of its straight walls, the Strong Willow is very spacious inside and has 
a beautiful appearance from the outside. Your guests can make the most of the 
summer under the canopy and, when the weather’s not so good, there’s enough 
space inside for everyone to be cozy.  This tent can accommodate up to six people. 

The inner tent is not connected with the roof, which provides a pleasant climate for 
living and sleeping. When it gets warmer, the backdoor can be easily unzipped for 
additional ventilation.

120

410
280220

270250250

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.
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Unique design
Spacious canopy
Lots of space
Quickly pitched
Available in various 
colours

+
+ 
+
+
+
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Giant Fir

Specifications

Number of people 5

Exterior fabric 340-gram cotton

Groundsheet Bisonyl

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 183cm

Height 330cm

Living area (WxD) Ø 500cm

Living area (WxD) Ø 500cm

Dimensions with canopy 500 x 685cm 

Depth of canopy 360cm

Colours Sahara / beige / 
blue / green

330

485200

210

360

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.

The Giant Fir is a beautifully shaped tipi-tent and has a large fixed canopy, giving it 
its own unique character. Besides its attractive appearance, the canopy also prevents 
rain from reaching the inside of the tent and offers enough space to sit underneath 
it.  This tent sleeps up to five people.

It takes 15 minutes max to pitch the Giant Fir. 

Sahara

Beige

Blue

Green



Unique design
Quickly pitched
Available in various 
colours

+
+
+ 
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The Compact Fir has a striking tipi shape and a beautiful canopy that stops the rain 
getting in. It sleeps up to three people. Pitch a few in a row or around a campfire 
and they immediately get any new arrival in the mood to start camping. A number of 
Compact Firs combined with a Clover Leaf would complete the picture.  

The Compact Fir can be pitched in 10 minutes max. 

Compact Fir

Specifications

Number of people 3

Exterior fabric 340-gram cotton

Groundsheet Bisonyl

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 140cm

Height 230cm

Living area (WxD) Ø 300cm

Sleeping area (WxD) Ø 300cm

Dimensions with canopy 300 x 328cm 

Depth of canopy 135cm

Colours Sahara / beige / 
blue / green

230

300

140

135

28

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.

Sahara

Green

Beige

Blue



Lots of living space
Lots of sleeping space
Spacious canopy
Available in various 
colour combinations

+
+ 
+ 
+   
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The Tulip Tree accommodates up to six people.  It’s characterised by its height and 
the freedom of movement that allows.  There’s plenty of living space, even when the 
weather is poor, which makes for great camping conditions.  There’s enough room 
underneath the deep canopy to have breakfast alfresco in the morning or enjoy a 
final drink there in the evening.  

The Tulip Tree is available in various colour combinations.

Tulip Tree

Specifications

Number of people 6

Exterior fabric 340-gram cotton

Groundsheet Bisonyl

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 200cm

Height 240cm

Living area (WxD) 440 x 270cm

Sleeping area (WxD) 2 parts 150 x 280cm
1 part 140 x 280cm

Dimensions with canopy 440 x 680cm 

Depth of canopy 190cm

Colours Beige / charcoal
Beige / blue
Beige / green 

240

280270190

200

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.
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Unique design
Lots of sleeping space
Spacious canopy

+
+ 
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The Dutch Elm is characterised by its traditional shape, with sleeping spaces that 
offer enough room for up to six people. Its spacious canopy provides that lovely 
outdoor feeling, as well as shade on sunny days and providing extra protection 
when the weather is poor. 

Dutch Elm

Living area (WxD) 450 x 200cm

Sleeping area (WxD) 3 parts 150 x 260cm

Dimensions with canopy 450 x 650cm

Depth of canopy 190cm

Colours Beige / charcoal

Specifications

Number of people 6

Exterior fabric 340-gram cotton

Groundsheet Bisonyl

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 200cm

Height 250cm

250

260200190

200

60

* The interior displayed here is for inspiration purposes. De Waard supplies only the frame and the tent.
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Unique design
Lots of shelter
Quickly Pitched

+
+ 
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Cover Leaf 6m & 8m
Pitch the Cover Leaf during an event or outdoor activity and instantly provide a cozy 
atmosphere and draw an enormous amount of attention. The simple canvas has a 
diameter of 6m or 8m, and the 8m Cover Leaf can be extended with wind screens 
to provide even more shelter.

Specifications

Exterior fabric 220-gram cotton

Frame Coated steel

Entrance height 220cm

Height 350cm

Pack size 35Ø x 75cm

Weight roof 6m 6kg

Weight roof 8m 11kg

Weight frame 13kg

Colour Beige

850 600Ø 6m

1070 800Ø 8m



9301 ZL Roden 
The Netherlands

Phone
+31 (0)578 694 888 (choose 3)

E-mail
info@dewaardbusiness.com

Agent North America
308 41 street SW
Edmonton Alberta  
Canada 
T6X2L8

Phone
+1 780 887 0675 

E-mail
northamerica@dewaardbusiness.com

Website
www.dewaardbusiness.com

ejhevents.ca


